Objectives of the Training

1. To improve knowledge on Infection Prevention and Control in hospital and community settings
2. To provide an update on Lagos State’s Response to Outbreaks and COVID-19 Pandemic
3. To share Guidelines for Highly Infectious Diseases
   - COVID-19
   - Lassa Fever
4. To equip with the skills of instituting an Infection and Prevention Control program in your facility
Participants’ Expectations

• Gain information about the history of some pandemic diseases, their causes and best approaches to prevention.
• Understand the role of healthcare providers in the prevention and control of infection.
• Learn about new trends in infection control and modern ways of healthcare workers protecting themselves whilst performing their duties.
• Update knowledge in universal precautions whilst providing nursing care in the hospital and community.
• Acquire knowledge about the effects of temperature on the spread of pandemic diseases caused by recently discovered viruses e.g. COVID-19
• Know the myths and facts about viruses and viral diseases.
• Identify the differences and similarities in treatment and prevention of bacterial and viral infections
Participants’ Expectations

• Know the role of biotechnology in modern epidemic control and prevention
• Learn all about infection prevention and control, particularly in resource constrained environments.
• Understand how to effectively prevent / control airborne diseases and personal protective measures against them.
• Learn about modern techniques to prevent and control infection in the workplace and at home.
• Get information about ongoing or planned research on the use of local ingredients to curtail the epidemic
• Tips to advocate for a disease prevention and control unit in UNILAG as well as information dissemination to students.
Introducing PharmAccess │ A holistic approach

Access to finance with Medical Credit Fund
Providing loans to health SMEs in partnership with local banks

Insurance
Support states in realizing Universal health Coverage ambitions using (mobile) technology

Digital innovations
Technological innovation is at the heart of what we do - offering a new model to make healthcare affordable and accessible

Research & analysis
Measure the impact of our work to build proof of concept and advocate scale up

Quality improvement with SafeCare
Independent standards measuring quality of care and enabling benchmarking
At SafeCare, we believe everyone has the right to access quality healthcare.

And we know that healthcare providers around the world can be inspired to improve the quality and safety of the services they provide, despite the resource constraints they may face.
“First do no harm”